
Encore launches ag plastic recycling in Salinas,  
but green activists wonder why. 

On the surface, it sounds like a green dream: take all of California’s ag plastic – the sheeting 
that covers the ground or drapes over plants on farms – and divert it from the landfill, recycle 
it, create local manufacturing jobs and save businesses money.

Encore Recycling, which kicked off operations in Salinas this last November, is doing all of 
those things. But local greens are crying foul, and see an underlying agenda to skirt bag bans 
and keep disposable plastic shopping bags king.

If Encore was taking all that ag plastic and recycling it back into ag plastic, local greens would 
be cheering, says Matthew Speigl of Sustainable Salinas, who runs that group’s “Bring your 
own bag” campaign. But Encore plans to turn them into a trademarked product called smart-
erbags, which are thicker than regular plastic bags and can be reused dozens of times.

“We don’t need them taking that plastic and making bags,” Spiegl says. “It’s an unnecessary 
product.”
Encore’s parent company, Vernon-based Command Packaging, is a plastic bag manufactur-
er, and Peter Grande, who is CEO of both, sees things differently.

Grande says nearly all reusable plastic bags are currently imported from China, which he 
sees as a missed opportunity.

“We’re the first in North America, as far as we know, to recycle ag plastic,” Grande says. “Our 
goal is to take 150 million tons of ag plastic annually and turn it into reusable bags, divert-
ing it from the landfill.” 150 million tons is how much ag plastic is laid over California’s fields 
every year.

“It’s recycling with a purpose,” he says.
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Spiegl thinks that purpose is to maintain the status quo of grocery stores handing out plastic 
bags, as smarterbags are “bag-ban compliant,” meaning that they’re at least 2.25 mm thick, 
and able to carry 20 pounds at least 100 times – the minimum requirements of most bag bans 
across California.

“Grande acknowledges they should be available at the same fee as a paper bag,” Spiegl 
says. “Their business model won’t work if people actually reuse these bags.”

Grande says that smarterbags aren’t available locally just yet, but he is in negotiations with 
grocers. He also has plans for Encore to ramp up: They’ve already hired 20 local employees, 
and hope to reach 40 soon.

And while currently Encore’s facility only creates plastic pellets that are then shipped to Ver-
non, he hopes to set up a manufacturing facility in Salinas.

“So far the employees we’ve hired are terrific,” Grande says. “They’re focused on making a 
difference. They see how this all fits together.”


